
ARTISTS
16 tips for

who want to be
great



dear fellow artist, 
There are many things that

support art being widely
received in the world. Some of
those things we control; many
of them we do not. Regardless

of how we define “success,"
here are a few things that will

serve you well and support
you in creating what you set

out to create.
 

cheers!
artist and



SURROUND YOURSELF WITH PEOPLE WHO:
 
Live creatively
Don't see themselves as victims
Believe in you and recognize your gifts
Take risks
Genuinely celebrate your wins
Genuinely mourn your losses
Ask you what you’re working on 
Are curious 
Are farther along than you in some way
Enjoy collaboration
See possibilities + seek solutions
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CURATE YOUR CONSUMPTION. Just because
it’s in your house, doesn’t mean you have
to eat it. Just because it’s good, doesn’t
mean it’s good for you right now. Your
attention is so valuable, companies pay
big money to capture it. Keep your power.
Curate your intake. Curate your social
media feeds. Curate the shows you watch.
Curate the music you listen to. Curate
your real-life social activities. Be the
leader of your life.
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THROW YOUR HAT OVER THE FENCE…so you
have to go get it. Be like the kid who wants
to cliff-jump and knows if he hangs out at
the edge too long, he’ll never do the thing.
Once your gut tells you this is what you
want to do, throw your hat over the fence
you’re scared to climb. Create
accountability for yourself. Get yourself
into something you can’t easily get out of.
We all need motivation and some of us will
sit on the couch forever making lists of
good ideas but never actually doing any
of them. Get up and throw that hat.
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KEEP STUDYING YOUR CRAFT. However
masterful you are, there is more. There
will always be people who can coach you
towards greater craftsmanship. There
will always be collaborators who have
something to teach you. If you want to
plateau, consider yourself an expert. If
you want to grow, keep your “beginner’s
mind.”
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FREE YOUR MIND. You don’t need drugs, but
you do need to work on your mindset. You

can have all the skills and the best ideas,
but if you are riddled with limiting fears,
debilitating doubts or confusing beliefs

about what’s okay to make/not make,
have/not have, be/not be…you’ll be

driving with one foot on the gas and the
other on the brake. It’s incredibly

frustrating to be met with constant
disappointment when you feel like you’re

doing “all the right things.” The good news
is you don’t have to stay stuck. It takes

time and commitment to untangle the old
stories and write new ones. With the right

support, you can absolutely do it and
move in the direction of your vision.
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BE BORING. Forget all the stereotypes
about what artists look like, how crazy
and unpredictable they are, how
uncontrollable their moods and wild their
parties. Sure, we are emotional creatures.
But if you spend all that emotional energy
in these other ways, you’ll have little left
for your art. Artists who don’t take care
of themselves often end up tragically
losing their way, or their lives, far too
early. Sleep, eat, exercise, drink water, go
to therapy. And as an artist I know once
said: “Don’t make your look more
interesting than your work.”
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MAKE SOMETHING FOR NO GOOD REASON
(except for the very good reason of play).
Great ideas don’t often come from sitting
down very seriously with the intention of
writing a hit. The best ones often come
from staying in the bath too long, or
taking a nice long walk or fiddling
around with your instrument. In play we
tap into the best parts of our
subconscious. We aren’t trying to hit a
target, and in not trying, we often hit the
mark almost effortlessly. Make creative
play a part of your everyday life. Invent
and innovate, move things around in your
physical space, take new routes and try
new restaurants. Play a different
instrument or paint with your other hand.
Do collage art just for fun. Give yourself
the chance to be surprised.
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BE MESSY. Leave the dishes in the sink if
solitude is rare and you find yourself with
a couple hours to dig in. Let the clothes
pile up while you work. If you’re a
naturally organized person and it helps
you create, great–follow that instinct
MOST of the time. But watch for the
moments when running from the work. Our
egos are sneaky and persuasive. We can
easily convince ourselves that nothing,
absolutely nothing, is more important
than getting those towels into the washing
machine RIGHT THIS MINUTE. But you’re
smart; you’re not falling for it anymore.
You know that when you have the chance to
get into flow state, even if you have to
jump a few hurdles or wade through some
mud on your way, you'll'take it. The dishes
will wait.
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FIND YOUR VOICE. Start way back at the
beginning. You were six-years-old…what
did you love? What kinds of stories, what
colors, what sounds, what hobbies, what
classes? notice what artists have been
the most influential, the most inspiring, to
you. What do they have in common? What do
you love specifically about each one?
What do you  love to chat about?  What do
you read about in you free time? What have
you made already that you really
enjoyed? What did you love about what you
made? Pull these elements together and
keep creating. Notice what comes
naturally to you. Make stuff, lots of it,
and pay attention. You’ll find you have a
particular way about you. words or
colors or intervals you gravitate
towards. It’s kind of your thing! It’s
wonderful! 
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TAKE YOUR WORK MORE SERIOUSLY. Stop
hemming and hawing over calling yourself
an artist. You’re an artist. Say it: I’m an
artist. I’m a songwriter. I’m an actor. I’m a
dancer. I’m a poet. I’m a painter. Whatever it
is you make, claim it. It’s not your entire
identity, but it’s part of what makes you
you in this world. Don’t wait for
permission. Today’s the day. 
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TAKE YOURSELF LESS SERIOUSLY. Yes, you’re
an artist.  practice being less precious
about your image +  ideas. Be willing to
laugh at yourself, change your mind or
your approach, receive critical feedback
(ouch), and hold all of it loosely. We
aren’t as fragile as we think we are. When
you are creating, give it all you’ve got.
Really get in there and make it excellent.
Then let it go. As soon as you finish wa
thing, even as you’re shipping it, lean into
your next idea (or go to the beach). Don’t
sit there waiting for the world to affirm
your worth, it's not their job. Let them have
their experience of the work while you
celebrate how brave and imaginative you
are, and how you’re only getting started.
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WRITE MORNING PAGES. Read Julia Cameron’s
book, The Artist’s Way, and write your
morning pages. Trust us. Just do it. It’s a
cheap and easy way to get all that good
juicy subconscious material up and on the
table.
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DON’T REPEAT YOURSELF. It’s tempting to do
the same thing over and over again
because your audience loved it the last
time. If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it. This
advice is good some of the time, in some
ways. But creators gotta create.Of
course, you’re going to keep sounding like
you; you have your unique voice. That’s
what they will keep coming back for. But we
don’t want to be like the grandfather who
keeps telling the same war story at every
family dinner. Even if you focus on one
story, there are new approaches, new
angles, new materials to play with.
Collaboration can be especially effective
at bringing new flavors into your work.
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DO WHAT SCARES YOU UNTIL IT DOESN’T…or
until you decide it’s just not for you. When
you hear yourself saying, “I could never
do that,” watch out. There’s a good chance
that’s the very thing you need to do. It’s
not that we need to go tackle every
random fear that presents itself. Who
cares if you’re afraid of bungee jumping?
You don’t need to do it. But if it’s
connected to making or sharing the art
that’s in you, it’s a different story. Afraid
of speaking up in a Zoom group? Do it. When
you do it a few times and do not die, your
brain will relax: “Oh…Zoom talking does
not equal sudden heart failure. Noted.
Let’s try, Zoom talking equals mild heart
palpitations.” some fears are not easily
uprooted. No one has figured this one out
entirely, so trust your intuition (not your
panic, your wisdom) and move on when it’s
time to move on.
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INVEST IN YOUR DEVELOPMENT…time, money,
energy. We hesitate so hard about
investing in our artistic talents and
creative growth. Why? Maybe because we
are so practical and so doubtful there
will ever be a measurable return on
investment into this part of ourselves.
Also, many of us just don’t think we
deserve to be invested in in any way at all.
Our kids do. Our spouses do. The community
does. But not us. To be a successful artist,
you’re going  to shift that. being an artist
is for us part of being fully alive; and we
deserve to be fully alive. Our people
depend on us to be fully alive. And we have
something special to give. So we spend time,
money and energy to grow. and we create
a return that will outlive us. Period.
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REALIZE HOW LAME YOUR EXCUSES WILL SOUND
ON YOUR DEATHBED. Here's the tough truth.
you  know exactly how persuasive you are
when you’re telling your partner or your
neighbor why you aren’t making anything
lately. You truly do have a lot going on
and very limited resources. And–it’s your
life. You do not have to make anything. You
really don’t. in fact there is no shame in
ndoing something different with your life.

The question is: Are you satisfied? Will
future you smile on a decision to give it up?
Only you can answer this question. But
you did open this article called “16 tips for
for artists who want to be great." :)
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you don't have to do it alone.
 

Artist and exists to create
safe spaces for all people to

grow in + through 
creative expression. 

 
follow us on instagram &

considering joining us for the
creative mastermind, lifesong

program, songwriters retreat,
or creative workshops.

 
-christa + nicole

https://www.instagram.com/artist.and/?hl=en
https://www.artistand.org/songwriter-s-mastermind
https://www.artistand.org/lifesong
https://www.artistand.org/songretreat
https://www.artistand.org/lifesongmorning

